Mile End Office Furniture
EST. 1981

TERM 4
2021
All pricing ex gst
**Pricing valid till 31st December 2021

Bongo Ottoman
$198.00
ex gst
Cubby Booth

Story Chair
$920.00
ex gst

Hoop Table
$165.00
ex gst

Booth
$1680.00
ex gst

$2170.00
ex gst

Soft Dice
Ottoman
$208.00
ex gst

Pod
$4985.00
ex gst

Pebble Ottoman
$95.00 (small)
$160.00 (large)
ex gst

Rondo Ottoman
$155.00
ex gst

Lillypad
Ottomans
$75.00
ex gst

Tetris Lounge
$1970.00
ex gst

Privada Duo
$4175.00
ex gst
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PRISMA LOUNGE
Prisma is a modular seating system. The
trapezium shapes allow this range to
design and re-design soft seating
spaces in a wide variety of
interconnecting layouts.
From
$234.00 ex gst
Hoop Table
$165.00
ex gst

PRISMAAR
$485.00
ex gst

PRISMAAL
$485.00
ex gst

PRISMAB
$478.00
ex gst

PRISMAC
$465.00
ex gst

PRISMAD
$374.00
ex gst

PRISMAE
$234.00
ex gst

Colours:

BEANZ
Beanz Is a high quality bean bag range
manufactured for the education
community.
Available in two desirable sizes; large or
extra large, these comfy bags of beans are
suited to the most high traffic resource
centres.

From
$305.00 ex gst

Beanz Large
$318.00
ex gst

Beanz Chair
$274.00
ex gst

Beanz Arm Chair
$435.00
ex gst

Beanz X Large
$305.00
ex gst

Colours:

Puzzle Ottomans
$180.00
each ex gst

TRI LOUNGE
This lounge is a unique design centre
piece. Tri can be utilized in a
number of layouts when purchased
in multiple numbers. Adding scatter
cushions to personalise your resource
centre or reception space.
Stocked locally in dark charcoal
fabric or available in a variety of
colourful fabrics via indent order,
lead times apply.
From
$1120.00 ex gst

Tri Lounge
$1260.00
ex gst

Proton Coffee
Table 600D
From

$195.00
ex gst

Upholstery:
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Pascale Tub
lounge

$325.00
ex gst

EST. 1981

PASCALE
Featuring simple, contemporary styling
on a very small footprint, Pascale
redefines the standard tub chair.
Stocked locally in charcoal, blue and
red or available in a wide variety of
fabric colours on indent order, lead
times apply.
From

Flat Base Coffee
Table 600D

$325.00
each ex gst

$198.00
ex gst

Fabric:

KINDRED
The beautiful Kindred chair is classically
styled and designed for the
commercial environment. Locally
stocked with an exceptionally well
executed "wood-look" fully welded
steel frame, commercial grade high
density foam and upholstered in Slate
Grey soft touch fabrics.. Kindred is also
available in a wide variety of fabric
colours and black legs on indent
order, lead times apply.

Kindred chair

$318.00
ex gst

Hybrid Coffee
Table

$290.00
ex gst
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From
$318.00
each ex gst

Fabric:
Frame:

CHALIS
Chalis is our our freshest visitor chair
design. A welcoming bucket style seat
offering extreme stylish comfort, with
the mobile polished aluminium frame
finishing the chair as an absolute show
stopper.

Chalis mobile
visitor chair

$316.00
ex gst

From
$316.00
each ex gst

Fabric:

Flat Base Coffee
Table 600D

$198.00
ex gst
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Kinetic 550-750H
height adjustable

EST. 1981

Podz 720H
fixed height mobile

PODZ STUDENT
TABLES
The Podz range includes a huge
selection of free-flowing, modular
tables that encourages people to
come together. Mix and match table
shapes to create interactive
workspaces. Podz Tables come with a
variety of frame options to suit your
unique application. Choose from
adjustable glides, lockable castors,
fixed height, bar height, height
adjustable and flippable tops.

BLA

CRESCENT
$309.00
ex gst

From
$195.00 ex gst

Podz 720H
fixed height mobile

Stock standard tops:
Parchment
New England Oak

Podz 720H
fixed height semi-mobile $215.00
ex gst
Podz 900H
fixed height
$267.00
ex gst
iFlip 720H
Mobile
$357.00
ex gst

Custom Laminex/Polytec colours
available
($POA)
Custom shape tops available:
($POA)

$225.00
ex gst
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PENTA
Kinetic 550-750H
height adjustable

Plectrum

1750 mm

1780mm
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Podz 720H
fixed height mobile

BLA

750mm

1500mm

1350mm

Kinetic 550-750H
height adjustable
Podz 720H
fixed height mobile

675mm

Curve
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KIDNEY

750

mm

819mm

1366mm

$288.00
ex gst

$341.00
ex gst
$246.00
ex gst

Podz 720H
fixed height semi-mobile $278.00
ex gst
Podz 900H
fixed height
$236.00
ex gst

FIXED HEIGHT STATIC

$362.00
ex gst

Podz 720H
fixed height semi-mobile $278.00
ex gst
Podz 900H
fixed height
$298.00
ex gst
iFlip 720H
Mobile
$393.00
ex gst

Trapezium

Wave

$216.00
ex gst

Podz 720H
fixed height semi-mobile $205.00
ex gst
Podz 900H
fixed height
$257.00
ex gst
iFlip 720H
Mobile
$351.00
ex gst
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Kinetic 550-750H
height adjustable

$305.00
ex gst

FIXED SEMI MOBILE
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FIXED HEIGHT MOBILE

Top colours:
Frame finish:
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KINETIC HEIGHT ADJ.

iFLIP MOBILE
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Acer Single Table
600W x 480D x 720H
White Top/Silver Frame
From
$137.00
ex gst

TITAN
Welded steel frame
Suits rectangular tops 1500 or 1800 W
Available in standard 720H or 900H
(limited stock of 900H)
Simple paddle action operation
Front lockable heavy duty castors
Optional linking brackets upon request
Levelling feet for uneven floors
From

$315.00 each ex gst
750x1500
Add Metal Drawer
White or Black
$80.00
ex gst

900x1800

$315.00
ex gst
$365.00
ex gst

Element Bar Height Tables
900H
750x1500
$306.00
ex gst
900x1800
$325.00
ex gst
1050H
750x1500
$315.00
ex gst
900x1800
$336.00
ex gst

Top colours:
Frame colour:

ELEMENT & MONO
The Element range heavy duty tables
are designed for art, science and tech
learning spaces and readily stocked.

Status Stool with
timber seat 660mm
$110.00
ex gst
Mono Desk Height Tables
720H
750x1500
$248.00
ex gst
900x1800
$286.00
ex gst

From
$248.00 each ex gst

Top colours:

Status Stool with
timber seat 460mm
$84.00
ex gst

Studiwell
Double with
Tote Trays
$186.00
ex gst

50x50mm fully welded steel end
frames
Adjustable levelling feet
3 top finishes stocked for quick ship
900 or 1050H available
Bolt together frame for easy shipping
and assembly
Optional heavy duty lockable castors
$POA

Frame finish:

Classmate
Double
$116.00
ex gst

CLASSMATE
& STUDIWELL
A cost effective, heavy duty fixed &
height adjustable table range.
Black powdercoated steel frame
Tote trays not suited to Classmate
Studiwell with 5 heights 495-720mm
From
$102.00 each ex gst
Top colours:

Studiwell
Single with
Tote Tray
$112.00
ex gst

Classmate
Single
$102.00
ex gst

Frame finish:
Tote colours:
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MATA CANTILEVER

Mata high back
cantilever 460mm H

$78.00
ex gst

The Mata Cantilever chair is the UK’s
most popular classroom chair.
Available in 6 popular poly colours,
with optional seat pad available in
stocked black or a variety of Bloom
fabrics.
From
$78.00 ex gst
Frame:
PP Seat/Back:
BLA
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Padded Seat:

MATA GASLIFT
Less is more is acheived through
repetition. The Mata series can be
utilized throughout an entire project,
creating a consistent style throughout
your learning spaces.

Mata high back
gaslift
$104.00
ex gst

Mata high back
drafting
$188.00
ex gst

Mata low back
gaslift
black seat only
$104.00
ex gst

Mata low back
drafting
black seat only
$188.00
ex gst

PP seat & back in black, grey, olive,
blue, mango & red.
Stock seat pads in black or custom
upholstery available $POA
From
$98.00 ex gst

PP Seat/Back:

Padded Seat:

MATA STOOLS
Fun, fresh and modern the Mata chair is
engineered for strength and designed
to look good too. The reinforced S
shaped shell is thoughtfully created for
lumbar support with added flexibility.
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From
$94.00 ex gst

Frame:
PP Seat/Back:
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500H Low back stool
640H Low back stool
black seat only
$94.00
ex gst

Padded Seat:
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640H & 740H
High back stool
$102.00
ex gst

Rover Poly Seat
$296.00
ex gst

Rover Padded Seat
$318.00
ex gst
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ROVER2
Rover is the tool that will cross
boundaries of “immobile” classrooms,
enabling educators to provide a
modern and effective arena for
learning. Rover is designed to be
mobile and adaptable in limited
spaces and dense classrooms.
From
$296.00 ex gst

Shell colours:
PP Seat:
Padded Seat:
(optional)

SPECTA
Simple, stylish and built to last the
Specta chair can be used both indoors
and out. Made from one piece
polypropylene for extra strength and
tested by AFRDI for commercial use.
Available in one adult size only this
chair range is suitable for high school
and tertiary students.
From
$88.00 ex gst
Colour:

Specta Chair
$85.00
ex gst
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460mm

460mm

405mm 405mm

360mm

305mm
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Kindy 305mm
Age 4 - 5
$25.00
ex gst
(Dark Grey Only)
Size One 360mm
Age 5 - 7
$30.00
ex gst
Size Two 405mm
Age 7 - 10
$35.00
ex gst
Size Three 460mm
Age 10 - 18
$40.00
ex gst

ERGOSTACK
Ergostack is the tried, tested and
colourful choice for classroom seating in
Australia. Ticking all the right boxes,
Ergostack is lightweight, reinforced,
ergonomically designed,
tested/certified and the most cost
effective student seating in Australia.
From
$25.00 ex gst
Stock Colours:

Indent Colours:
(lead times &
MOQ apply)
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Acti Timber
Look
$103.00
ex gst
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ACTI CHAIR

Acti Barstool
From
$148.00
ex gst

Acti is a versatile poly chair with a
variety of frame options to suit almost
any environment.
Upholstered seat & full chair options
available on request.

Acti Sled
From
$111.00
ex gst

From
$102.00 ex gst
PP Seat/Back:

Acti 4 Leg
From
$102.00
ex gst

Frame:

Padded Seat:

ADAM
Australia's most popular visitor chair is
at Mile End, Australia's best price for
Adam chairs! Certified quality,
ergonomically designed, linkable,
stackable... the Adam chair range has
it all on a budget.

Adam
Full Poly
$57
ex gst

PP seat & back in black, charcoal &
navy
Stock seat pads in black or navy
Custom upholstery available $POA
From
$57.00 ex gst

Adam
Standard
Upholstery
$84
ex gst

Poly colour:

Adam Trolley
$44
ex gst

Upholstery:

MUZE CHAIR
Muze is a striking and surprisingly
comfortable chair range that is
designed to last. Made from single
piece injection mould polypropylene
and UV stable the Muze chair range
can be used both indoor and outdoor.
$42.00 ex gst

Colours:
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SITOOL & SITOOL2

Sitool gaslift
$118.00
ex gst
Sitool2 gaslift
$128.00
ex gst

A semi-sitting stool specially designed
to promote dynamic and active
seating. The optimal support surface
and rounded base allows the user to
tilt and swivel in all directions while
sitting. Designed to fit fun & interactive
spaces; classrooms, studios and
waiting areas.
Stocked in black, colours on indent
order
Sitool $118.00
Sitool2 $128.00
each ex gst
Seat pad:

MOGOO
A semi-sitting stool specially designed
to promote dynamic and active
seating. The optimal support surface
and rounded base allows the user to
tilt and swivel in all directions while
sitting. It is designed to fit fun and
interactive spaces such as, classrooms,
studios and waiting areas.

Mogoo (all sizes)
$74.00
ex gst

All sizes & colours
$74.00
each ex gst
(seat pad sold separately)

Shell colours:
Ring colours:
Seat pad:

Focus 2 (450mm)
$56.00
ex gst

Focus 1 (370mm)
$51.00
ex gst

Focus 2 (520mm)
$63.00
ex gst

FOCUS
Some kids (and adults!) need to be in
motion to concentrate. Engaging
their body helps them retain
information better and work out
cognitive problems. The Focus stool
range allows movement, whilst
displaying durability and lightweight
characteristics.

From
$48.00 each ex gst

Colour:
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Personal Metal
Drawer
White or Black
suits Airlift & 501-33
$82.00
ex gst

EST. 1981

AIRLIFT HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE DESK
Airlift is a unique lightweight height
adjustable single desk without the use
of power. A simple lever and gas lift
mechanism glides the desk into the
desired position and can be moved
into any space in the room.
Custom options available $POA
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Airlift student
desk
$356.00
ex gst

From
$356.00 ex gst
Frame:
Top:

Sitool gaslift
$118.00
ex gst

501-33 ELECTRIC
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
The 501-33 is our best selling electric
desk. A simple, sleek modern designed
height adjustable desk without
breaking the budget. 80kg weight
capacity with adjustment at the push
of a button.
5 Year Warranty

501-33 Desk
1800 x 750
$582.00
ex gst

Mobile Drawers
Black Steel
$154.00
ex gst

From
$540.00 ex gst
Frame Colour:
Top Colour:

501-33 Desk
1500 x 750
$568.00
ex gst
Mobile Drawers
White Steel
$154.00
ex gst

SICK BED
& STOREWELL
The new sick bay bed is locally
manufactured using any swatch from
the Laminex or Polytec Commercial
range.

Custom sick bay
lounge with ratchet
incline back
& 3 drawer storage
$1460.00
ex gst

Featuring 3 large drawers with flush
handles, commercial grade foam
mattress with ratchet incline back
wrapped in your choice of PU fabric, all
supported by heavy duty lockable
castors
$1390.00 ex gst
Carcass:

Upholstery:
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Tolley with
10 totes
$352.00
ex gst
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HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC
LOCKERS
Perfect for every location inside and
out, these Heavy Duty lockers are;
water resistant, UV proof, vandal proof
and easy to clean with a 20 year
warranty.

Carcass:
Door Colour:
(Custom door colours available on
request)

SECURE-IT LOCKERS
The Secure it Locker Range is ideal for
use in schools, gyms, businesses and
anywhere you need a place to store
belongings.

Locally manufactured
custom lockers, made
to specification
$POA

Anti-scratch black powdercoated fully
welded metal frame with full ABS
edged doors and hardwood plinth.
Sealed MDF carcass construction for
optimal hygiene, health and safety.

From
$736.00 ex gst

Carcass
Colour:
4 Door Locker
$736.00
ex gst

6 Door Locker
$756.00
ex gst

Door
Colour:

Locally manufactured
custom open bag racks,
made to specification
$POA

OPEN BAG RACK
Locally manufactured the Open Bag
Rack unit can be finished in finish from
the Laminex or Polytec commercial
range of finishes.
Available as a mobile or static unit
with optional tote trays as required.
Available in 3 or 2 compartment
heights

3Hx4W Compartment
$790.00 ex gst

3Hx3W Compartment
$640.00 ex gst

3Hx2W Compartment
$470.00 ex gst

2Hx4W Compartment
$715.00 ex gst

2Hx3W Compartment
$480.00 ex gst

2Hx2W Compartment
$375.00 ex gst

From
$375.00 ex gst

Colour:
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EQUIP
TEACHERS PACKAGE
1x Equip 1500x750 Desk
White or Beech top/Storm base
1x AllSteel steel mobile drawer box

Top:

Graphite Ripple

Frame:

$368.00 ex gst

Colour:

PROTON
TEACHERS PACKAGE
1x Proton 1500x750 Desk with modesty
White, Beech or New England top
White or Black frame
1x AllSteel steel mobile drawer box

Top:
$392.00 ex gst

Frame:

Colour:

HORIZON
TEACHERS PACKAGE
1x Horizon 1500x750 Desk with modesty
White, Beech or New England top
White or Black frame
1x AllSteel steel mobile drawer box
$408.00 ex gst

Top:

TEACHERS MOBILE
PODIUM/LECTURN

Frame:

Colour:
Teachers Mobile Podium
1100W x 535D x 1040H
$824.00

Multifunction mobile teachers ped
with lockable personal drawers, push
to open laptop tray and two file/doors
drawers. Fully customizable.
Custom Laminex finishes.

Sitool gaslift
$118.00

From
$824.00 ex gst

ADD A CHAIR?

Origin Plus
Mesh Back

Origin High
Back

Origin Mid
Back

Complete your teachers package
with one of our awesome chair deals.

3 lever

3 lever

3 lever

Seat slide

Seat slide

Seat slide

Note: Not sold separately at this price
with this promotion.

Lumbar

Ratchet back

Ratchet back

Ratchet back

Black

Black

$174.00
ex gst

$156.00
ex gst

Arms (+$40)

From
$156.00 ex gst

Black
$242.00
ex gst
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